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1. Background 

Corona Virus disease 2019 (COVID-19), first identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, 

was declared to be a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 30th January 2020, 

and was recognized as a pandemic by the World Health Organization on 11th March 2020.  As of 

27th May 2020, 5,687,877 cases of COVID-19 have been reported in 215 countries, resulting in 

352,265 deaths and 2,431,754 people have recovered, although there may be a possibility of 

relapse or reinfection. 

One of the effective preventive measures for COVID-19 recommended by WHO include hand 

washing, sanitation and hygiene. Hand washing is effective only when hands are washed with 

soap and water for 20 seconds frequently. Hand washing becomes problematic when there is lack 

of access to water. Since this pandemic is contagious from person to person and from surfaces, it 

is also recommended to clean the surfaces with disinfectant, provide safety equipment to 

sanitation workers like Personal Protective Equipment (gown, gloves, mask, boot etc.). Here, 

sanitation workers not only include health care workers but also waste management workers. 

This shows and proves that water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) is very essential in the current 

pandemic we are going through. Working in WASH sector, Smart WASH Solutions realizes that 

WASH intervention has been playing major role to make chain break of Corona virus at current 

situation. The three tires of government of Nepal are fighting to control the pandemic situation 

and this is also responsibility of organization like Smart WASH Solutions to support government 

to collect information from different level to know WASH conditions of federal, province and 

local level government.   

COVID -19 is the world pandemic and has been effecting to higher number of populations in the 

different part of the world. Nepal government ordered country lockdown from 11th Chaitra 2076 

(24th March 2020) and extended up to 32nd Jestha 2076 similar to other country’s initiation.  

During the lockdown situation there is no chances of communication through workshop, 

interaction and discussion forum physically possible, so taking the advantage of Virtual meeting 

facility, Smart WASH Solutions (SWS), organized different eight sessions on the topic #WASH 

and COVID-19# online Zoom meeting which was participated by 180 numbers of experts and 

shared their valuable views, suggestions and potential measures for fighting against Corona 

Virus.  It was realized further discussion should be continued at provincial and local levels.  

After Consultation with, DWSSM and Municipal Association SWS has organized second phase 

of virtual meeting with local governments and Water User and Sanitation Committees (WUSCs) 

of seven provinces & WASH experts in coordination with DWSSM and MUAN and supported 

by IWMI in different seven different sessions during 5th-22nd May 2029.  The main objective of 

the virtual meeting was to create awareness, capacity building, issues collection on WASH 

related topic in fighting against COVID-19. These sessions were participated by 300 numbers of 

different WASH professionals, government, lawmaker, mayors/ deputy mayors, public health 

experts, academicians, service providers and NGO/INGO. The detailed participants list is 

attached in Annex.  
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The main objective of the virtual meeting was to create awareness, capacity building, issues 

collection on WASH related topic in fighting against COVID-19. These sessions were 

participated by 300 numbers of different WASH professionals, government, lawmaker, mayors/ 

deputy mayors, public health experts, academicians, service providers and NGO/INGO. The 

detailed participants list is attached in Annex. The status and issues raised by local government 

representatives and other experts is presented in Annex. 

Smart WASH Solutions has minute of each meetings and also journalist has published in WASH 

Khabar and AASHA news of meeting wise discussion for public information.  

This report is mainly focus on finding and recommendation/ suggestions from different 7 

province virtual meeting participated by local government decision makers, local level WASH 

stakeholders. This may be the live document and taking reference of these documents can be 

design for COVID response and post COVID plan.    

2. Discussed Points and Issues 

2.1. Province 1 

The meeting discussed and concluded following points:  

1. Since monsoon season is coming in our country soon, there are chances of people 

suffering from water borne diseases due to poor sanitation and water quality. So, 

provision for safe   water and sanitation facilities need to managed. 

2. Spraying of disinfectant to prevent form corona virus is not useful. It harms both 

environment and human health. So, it is better to clean the surfaces with disinfectant. 

3. Any procedure on making disinfection should be explained in simple form and in Nepali 

language to make local government help understand easily. 

4. In order to build the capacity of water service providers and their employees, training 

program need to be arranged. 

5. WASH facilities are not provided as per minimum guideline requirements set by the 

government of Nepal, in most of  quarantine, so facilities need to be improved. 

6. Awareness program on COVID-19 has to be conducted in local language. 

7. Areas without having access to drinking water but are depending on traditional source of 

water then service of such traditional source has to be preserved and increased. 

8. Municipalities are facing lack of bleaching powder and other chemicals used for the 

treatment of water. So, there should be management of availability of those chemicals in 

all municipality. 

9. Implementing project to increase water sources of Damak water utility need to be to be 

moved ahead. 

10. There is lack of support and coordination of provincial and federal government with local 

government during COVID-19 preparedness response and recovery. 

2.2. Province 2 

The meeting discussed and included following points: 
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1. Lahan Municipality is providing water and sanitation facilities in the current situation of 

COVID-19. But there is problem of drainage management. The municipality require 

support in solving the drainage management problems.  

2. Pokhariya Municipality has managed solid waste in dumping site. Soap and water 

facilities have been made mandatory in ward offices, governmental offices and other 

places for hand washing facilities. For long term management, the municipality seeks 

coordination and support of provincial and federal government. 

3. Mahagadimai municipality lacks toilet in different areas. So, the municipality is 

constructing temporary toilets. Municipality has urged wards to manage temporary 

quarantines with all necessary requirements. For long term management, the municipality 

plans to mobilize community and seeks support for Environmental sanitation and Hand 

washing facilities at public places.  

4. Golbazar Municipality is managing water, soap facilities for hand washing and toilet 

facilities in quarantine which need to be improved as per guideline. Water supply 

facilities in upper belt of the municipality are inadequate in quantity and of poor quality. 

So facilities should be improved through project support.  

5. Pachrauta Municipality and Kanchanrup Municipality have constructed overhead tank for 

supplying clean water under different project but yet not under operation so concerned 

stakeholders attention needed to resolve the issues.  

6. Most of the municipalities are located near the border of India. During this pandemic 

situation, the entry of Nepalese from India has increased the risk of COVID-19 and it has 

also created difficulty to place them in quarantine due to its limited number. Not only the 

responsibility of management of WASH to local people and people in quarantine but also 

the responsibility of management of these migrated people has come under local 

government. Local government has been much pressurized by the responsibility. There 

must be division of responsibility with provincial government so that management of 

everything can be smooth.  

7.  Sustainability of built infrastructure is very challenging, so local government should give 

due priority on the institutional development of municipality for proper operation and 

maintenance of built infrastructure within local government. 

8.  It was suggested that quarantine should be made separate for men and women with all 

required facilities. There should be management of additional support package to women 

and children. Health centers or hospitals should not avoid pregnant patients and other 

critical patients suffering from thyroid, heart disease, kidney dialysis patient etc.  

9. There is availability of water in province 2 but local government should assure its quality 

and service reliability in hospital, quarantine and local people. 

10. Hand pump is used for extracting water in province 2 so it can be medium for the 

transmission of corona virus. It is necessary to consider that hand pumps should be 

disinfected or sanitized. 

11. With the increase in the number of Nepali people from India to the border areas of 

province 2, it is necessary to increase the range of PCR test. But this has created a big 

challenge in increasing the number and capacity of quarantine, improving WASH 

facilities according to criteria and continuing the services. 
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12. Government has allowed private hospitals to test COVID-19 with rate of NRs. 15,000 per 

person but poor public cannot afford such big amount. So, government has to rethink in 

this matter. 

13. People who have returned from abroad has to be managed according to their skills. The 

program of participation or use of active people in agriculture and production industry 

has to be involved in coming budget (strategy & program). 

14. Since there is problem and lack of awareness among people about COVID-19, so 

awareness program in local language through different media should be conducted. 

15. Municipalities are lacking bleaching powder and chemicals, support is needed. 

16. There is necessity of supportive and coordinative role of federal and provincial 

government towards local government. 

2.3. Bagmati Province  

The meeting discussed and included following points: 

1. Lack of budget is one of the problems being faced by local government for the 

management of WASH facilities. There should be enough allocation of budget in water 

sector so that the problem of water in total area covered by the municipality is able to be 

solved. 

2. Rapti Municipality is facing little difficulty in managing waste because of people’s 

hindrance in making landfill site. They request Ministry to allocate the governmental land 

and manage the waste in scientific way. 

3. Changunarayan Municipality is facing problem in managing water supply due to lack of 

coordination of Water Users & Sanitation Committee and Provincial Government with 

the municipality. So, municipality is trying to coordinate among them and appeals all 

water supply projects undergoing separately comes under this municipality’s umbrella. It 

is targeting to make availability of soap and water in the area where soap and water is 

lacking. For proper prevention of COVID-19, the municipality is monitoring the status of 

hand washing, toilet, sanitation and personal hygiene. 

4. Dhulikhel Municipality has launched an apps related to COVID-19. It is providing clean 

drinking water to the people of the municipality. 27 water supply projects in accordance 

to SDG goal are being conducted in this municipality to provide safe & clean drinking 

water amidst this pandemic situation (lockdown). It was informed that the municipality is 

conducting research on ground water source, rain water harvesting and is conducting 

monthly dialogue.  

5. Hetauda Water Supply Management Board in coordination with Lions club is managing 

the supply of water in different cities of their municipality in the current pandemic 

situation. There is no clear policy and directives of concerned authority under whose 

guidance this board can function properly. But the board is able is provide its services 

properly. 

6. Parsa Khanepani is suffering from problems like lack of beaching powder and chemicals. 

They request for the fulfillment of chemicals through Department of Water Supply and 

Sewerage Management (DWSSM). 
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7. It may not be always possible to fulfill the problem of bleaching powder and other 

necessary things by DWSSM, so it was suggested to create a market chain for the supply 

of all essential things required by water supply offices. 

8. All the quarantine (temporary) being made by local government are not according to the 

guideline provided by WHO. So, those representatives from local government being 

involved in creating quarantine should be made more informative and literate. 

9. Different stakeholders of water supply can have direct contact with Water Quality 

Section of DWSSM and can call for any inquiry related to training, water quality testing, 

information on bleaching powder etc. in the contact number: 4-413744. Water service 

providers should distribute water assuring its quality, guarantee in continuity and 

quantity. 

10. Water service providers should be smart in context to tariff collection after the lockdown 

is open by sending office staffs for tariff collection in consumer’s door. 

11. There should be close coordination, contact and support of Water Users & Sanitation 

committee or other water service providers with local government.  

12. National Water Supply & Sanitation Training Centre is trying to provide training and 

disseminate information through online platform. But there is chances of lack of facilities 

like computer, internet etc. in water service providers. 

13. Water Service Providers should give proper attention in providing clean and safe drinking 

water as it helps reduce corona virus. In addition, there must be more budget allocation in 

water sector.  

14. To reduce the duplication of program conducted by federal and provincial government 

and for coordination, local governments must be informed. 

15. For the conduction of drinking water supply, autonomous institution under municipality 

is to be formed. 

16. The concept of one house one tap is to be initiated and Rain Water Harvesting 

Technology is to be promoted. 

17. WASH facilities has to be improved in health institutions and schools. 

18. Municipality lacks bleaching powder, chemical and water testing kit. 

19. Coordination among federal, provincial and local government has to be enriched. 

2.4. Gandaki Province  

The meeting discussed and included following points and issues: 

1. Gorkha Municipality is launching WASH Program in cooperation with CRS 

Company. The role of Department of Water Supply & Sewerage Management 

(DWSSM) to coordinate with local government is lacking. 

2. Local government seeks networking with water sector offices of provincial and 

central government. Project under implementation in this fiscal year through federal 

and provincial government need to move ahead.  

3. Waling municipality seeks expertise of WASH experts. 
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4. Baglung municipality appeals to monitor the water quality testing of quarantine and 

isolation ward. They also appeals for creating basket fund by central government so 

that it can be utilized for the management of WASH facilities for local level support. 

5. Bheerkot municipality is in need of testing their water sources so that it can be 

confirmed that the water being distributed is clean and safe. Some people of the 

municipality still lacks toilet so there is need of toilet construction. Technical support 

in terms of manpower, training etc. is required.  

6. Many water users and sanitation committees lack bleaching powder to be used for 

water treatment. Beni municipality is also facing shortage of bleaching powder, 

testing kit and reagents for water treatment. 

7. Water users and sanitation committees can visit facebook of National Water Supply 

& Sanitaiton Training Centre for technical support regarding water treatment 

processes, disinfection and related problems. 

8. Many water pipeline systems are damaged. It was also requested to give proper 

attention while constructing road or provide compensation to water users committee. 

9. In order to reduce duplication of the projects conducted by federal, provincial and 

local government, there is necessity of projects categorization, implementation related 

guidelines and policy level intervention. 

10. It was requested to support for providing WASH facilities to schools, health centers 

and areas lacking WASH services. 

11. Putalibazar municipality requires management for the completion of four incomplete 

projects.   

2.5. Province 5 

The meeting discussed and included following points: 

1. There is problem of Arsenic in water in few wards of Ramgram Municipality. So, those 

wards are beyond getting clean water. For solving this problem, proper attention is 

required. 

2. Tansen Municipality has difficulty in managing sewerage. Due to lockdown, there is 

increase in water demand but municipality is not being able to supply enough water. 

Lockdown has also created problem in mobilization of resource person in waste 

management. For the solution of legal problem on the conduction of sanitary landfill in 

Tansen Municipality, the municipality has requested for necessary support. 

3. Lamahi Municipality is facing difficulty in distributing clean water in all areas of the 

municipality so there is lack of water for hand washing and toilet use. 

4. Bansgadhi Municipality is supplying clean water and food to people staying in 

temporary quarantine and waste is also being managed. 

5. It was also suggested to have coordination of all government with community forest 

consumer group. It was also suggested that treatment plant should be made functional, 

disinfectant should be used effectively, monitoring of distributing water should be 

increase, and there should be surveillance of water supply. 
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6. In this pandemic situation, water being provided by service providers should be 

sufficiently treated and chlorinated. 

7. Hand washing should be done for 20 seconds in general but in case of dirty hands, it 

should be washed for 40-60 seconds. In the current situation, toilet should be cleaned for 

2 times with 0.5% chlorine wearing PPE. In overall, all people should improve and bring 

positive changes in their behavior regarding sanitation.  

8. Water Supply & Sanitation Committees (WUSCs) should be able in self-testing, self-

monitoring and self-surveillance of water supply. They should take immediate 

intervention by their own but still if there is any kind of problem in providing their 

services and in other resources, they can coordinate with department of water supply. 

9. It was demanded for management of PPE to service providers and waste management 

workers. 

10. Federal, provincial and local government should be enriched and should provide 

necessary support.  

11. Local government and provincial government should keep WASH sector in priority in 

coming budget. 

2.6. Karnali Province 

The meeting discussed and included following points: 

1. There is no enough budget in Narayan municipality. Lack of budget has brought 

difficulty in management of water, waste and sanitation. There is need of construction of 

toilet. There is also lack of bleaching powder and chemicals. 

2. Panchapuri Municipality appeals for the coordination of province government. There is 

also challenge of water and toilet management & lack of budget. 

3. Bangadkupinde Municipality also appeals for the coordination of provincial and central 

government with local government mainly in terms of projects implementation and 

budget management. The sources of water are drying up in this municipality. 

4. Bheriganga Municipality is also facing difficulty in managing water and sanitation. There 

is lack of doctors, health workers and other resource person to test COVID-19. Budget 

provided is not enough for overall developmental activities of the municipality. 

5. People of Tripurasundari Municipality do not have access to piped water for drinking 

water. They depend on river water for drinking purpose. This has created risk of 

waterborne diseases so attention is needed. 

6. In various districts of Karnali Province, Climate Suitable Projects are going to be 

implemented. Few projects are lagging behind because of lack of management of labor, 

land and other issues. For the effectiveness of ODF, budget will be separated for the 

construction of public toilet. WASH Plans are being considered for provinces by 

Department of Water Supply & Sewerage Management, however, if separate WASH 

Plans are being made by any municipality of any province then it was requested to inform 

and coordinate with department. 

7. WASH is foremost thing required in quarantine because it not only help to prevent 

COVID-19 but also to prevent waterborne diseases that people are going to face in this 
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summer season. There is necessity of management of health workers’ stay and services in 

hospital area so that they are able to provide their services to the patients easily. 

8. Temporary quarantine made in tents are not feasible for current summer and rainy season. 

So, it was suggested to choose proper and permanent place like schools for quarantine. 

Local government should prepare availability of all essential infrastructures like clean 

water, soap, hygienic toilet etc. in a quarantine. 

9. Though people of Karnali Province is not confirmed with COVID-19, there is an equal 

risk to people suffering from this disease. So, testing of COVID-19 has to be increased. 

10. National Planning Commission will consider the issues of Karnali Province. 

11. There should be necessary training and implementation by provincial and federal 

government to increase the quantity and to improve quality of drinking water. 

12. Lack of bleaching powder and chemical has to be provided by federal government. 

13. Project should be designed considering the concept of Leaving No One Behind. 

14. Local government should take leadership and play role in planning WASH. 

15. Skilled manpower along with capacity building program should be focused. 

16. Local government and provincial government should give priority to WASH sector in 

coming budget. 

2.7. Sudurpachim Province 

The meeting discussed and included following points: 

1. Tikapur Municipality is distributing water to most of the people of the municipality and is 

managing water in accordance to the guideline of GoN. However, the municipality is not 

able to properly use the sources of water available in that area. The ways to use that water 

sources properly is the point of discussion within that municipality.  

2. The water supply condition of Budhiganga Municipality is very bad. But this 

municipality is preparing strategic planning for water supply. UN Habitat is playing an 

important role in sanitation and hygiene. Municipality is also moving ahead in operating 

its staff for sanitation activities. Regarding health workers, they are in risk of COVID-19 

as there is lack of masks, gloves, sanitizer and other safety materials. There is no any 

support from provincial government in practical things, all the works and burden 

resulting from COVID-19 has to be solved alone by local government. 

3. Dipayal Silgadi Municipality is facing severe water shortage, which is also affecting to 

keep quarantine facility. Haphazard construction of road, flood and landslide has led to 

destruction of the water pipeline. 

4.  In Sudurpaschim province, 60% area has access to water while the condition of water in 

rest 40% area is woeful and has to be maintained. There is no any wastewater treatment 

plant. Due to dry season, water sources in hilly areas are drying while water table in terai 

area is also decreasing. So, WASH condition is being degraded. Three tiers of 

government should prioritize the issue of water in national strategy and program and Post 

ODF guideline should be developed by federal government. 

5. Mahakali Municipality has challenge in managing sewerage due to lack of budget. 

However, for the management of waste, the municipality has established cleanliness 
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center adopting the model of separation of degradable and non-degradable waste. There 

is also problem of water management.  

6. In the current situation of pandemic, water utility should be careful and responsible to 

supply water to the people. Water quantity has to be increased through various ways like 

storing water in tank, tapping of sources of water (ground water, estuary) etc. as rainy 

season is coming near. Surveillance of water quality has to be done by networking of 

local governments and water service providers. Water has to available to the people and 

that water has to be reliable. 

7. There is shortage of bleaching powder and chemical along with water testing kit. 

8. Since there is challenge in the management of quarantine due to return of Nepali people 

from India. Federal and provincial government should provide all necessary support. 

9. WASH facility in Bajura district is woeful so there should be necessary support for 

improvement. 

10. There is lack of coordination among federal, provincial and local government. 

11. There is minimal separation of budget in making plan so planning modality has to be 

changed. 

12. There should be dissemination/coordination of federal and provincial government’s 

program with local government. 

13. For effective services, address and number of provincial water supply office should be 

modified.  

3. Recommendations 

1. There must be availability of bleaching powder, chemical and water testing kit along with 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) like masks, gloves, gown etc. in every 

municipality. 

2. The range of PCR testing of COVID-19 has to be increased. 

3. There must be support and coordination of federal government and provincial 

government with local government. Federal government and provincial government 

should provide necessary support to local government. 

4. Haphazard road construction and road expansion that destructs water pipeline has to be 

stopped. Such program has to be initiated only after the consultation with local 

government. 

5. The number of quarantines has to be increased with improved quality of WASH facilities. 

6. Schools and health centers should be managed and improved according to criteria with 

proper WASH facilities.  

7. Local government and provincial government should give priority to WASH sector in 

coming budget.  

8. There should be dissemination/coordination of federal and provincial government’s 

program with local government. 
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4. Final Recommendations 
1.  It is suggested to include representatives from Ministry of Water Supply in the high state 

committee formed for prevention, control and treatment of COVID-19 pandemic for 

lobbying the importance of WASH sector during this pandemic, importance of preventive 

measures and effective coordination with other related sector. In the Ministry of Health 

and Population (MoHP), dedicated human resources from Sanitary / Environmental 

Engineering background should be provisioned, for effective coordination with 

concerned stakeholders   in WASH related issues including waste management, 

environment cleaning etc. 

2.  For disinfecting water to make it safe for drinking, chlorination is the simple and mostly 

used technology for disinfection. Additionally, Chlorine is used for disinfecting infected 

surfaces like health facility environment after cleaning. So, in current context of COVID-

19 pandemic, chlorine demand is very high. Chlorine liquid is made from bleaching 

powder. But till now bleaching powder is not produced in Nepal and depend on import. 

Thus in coming budget, let it be announced to establish bleaching powder / chlorine 

production plant in nation. 

3. In the work of providing quality water in sufficient amount to local people, it is seen that 

there is lack of coordination of Federal government, Provincial government and Local 

government with Municipalities and Village Development Committees so, it is requested 

to necessary initiative to remove such disparity. 

4. It was complained that papers of projects related to water supply, sewerage and treatment 

to be conducted in few municipalities are not handed over to related district and division 

offices has effected projects construction, survey and maintenance. So, it is requested to 

manage the provision of providing a copy of projects related papers of local government 

to related offices of related local government. 

5. It is recognized that in developing countries 80% of diseases are seen due to lack of clean 

and safe drinking water so in order to make availability of clean and safe drinking water 

all over the nation, it is requested to keep Water, Sanitation and Hygiene sector in 

Priority Sector and manage to separate enough budget to this sector in coming budget. 

6. The matter of making easy available of sufficient safe drinking water is found in target of 

sustainable development of United Nation and Right of clean environment in Article 30 

of Nepal’s constitution. So, it is responsibility of government to create an environment of 

availability of sufficient amount of quality water and sanitation in every house. Thus it is 

requested to commence campaign of One House One tap countrywide through this 

budget. 

7. It is requested to establish Water Quality Measurement Laboratory in local government 

for testing of water quality. Additionally, it is requested to support in the management of 

skilled manpower in nation’s water user committee and water supply system for testing 

water quality and maintain the quality of water. 

8. It is observed that the water sources are drying up and there is decrease in the ground 

water table which was supplying water to Himalayan, hilly, chure and terai along with 

dun situated in the middle and valley. So, it is requested to manage proper budget in 

coming federal budget through legal decision on conservation of water estuary and 
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sources, ponds for water storage, construction of lakes, collect rain water and transfer it 

to ground and conservation of water sources. 

9. Rain Water Harvesting, its treatment and utilization has been considered best for the 

fulfillment of shortage of water. Thus it is requested to make compulsion of rain water 

harvesting, its treatment and utilization in GoN’s governmental offices, public schools, 

university and colleges affiliated to the university, health institutions, Nepal army, Nepal 

police and army barrack. 

10.  For the balance of climate and beautification of municipalities along with conservation 

of water estuary, it is requested to construct ponds in feasible places and conserve them. 

11. Most of the municipalities of Nepal are behind in the construction of sewerage and 

treatment of the collected sewer affecting in sanitation of city and causing spreading of 

disease, municipalities are requested to separate enough budget in fecal sludge and waste 

water management.  

12. In most of the municipalities, waste management of the city is the main problem. So solid 

waste management with resource recovery program should be promoted in all towns. 

13. In most of the areas of Terai, public tube well water is used and corona infected people 

collecting water from tube well can easily transmit COVID-19 virus to other people who 

uses the same tube well so, small pump has to be connected to those public tube wells 

from where 1000 or 2000 liters of plastic water tank is filled with that water containing 

self-operating tap and supply water should be installed for transmission of COVID-19. 

14.  Coordination among three tiers of government should be strengthened and necessary 

support from provincial and federal government should be provided to the local 

government for improving quarantine facilities and WASH facilities at required places. 
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Annexes 

Annex-1: Media Links  

http://aashanews.com/archives/30334 

http://aashanews.com/archives/30432   

http://aashanews.com/archives/30549  

 

Annex-2: Discussed Points and Issues 

Province 1  

Speak by  How they are doing on 

WASH   

Current WASH requirement  Other issues (border, 

Quarantine, foods etc.)  

Mayor of  

Damak 

Municipality 

 We are providing 

WASH facility 

 Projects on water supply 

has to be continued We 

need bleaching powder and 

other chemicals used for the 

treatment of water 

 

Mayor of 

Letang 

Municipality 

 We are providing 

WASH facility 

 Require procedure to 

prepare chlorine liquid in 

simple Nepali language 

 Require to conduct 

awareness program on 

COVID-19 in local 

language 

 

WASH 

Expert 

  Awareness program is 

necessary to conduct in 

local language 

 WASH facilities need to be 

improved in quarantine in 

accordance to the criteria 

set by the GoN. 

 Infected surfaces should be 

cleaned by clothes using 

disinfectant 

 

 Water and sanitation is 

very important where 

there is need of access to 

safe water to prevent 

people suffering from 

water borne diseases and 

die due to these diseases 

 WASH facilities are not 

provided as per 

minimum guideline 

requirements set by the 

GoN in most of  

quarantine 

 In order to build the 

capacity of water service 

providers and their 

employees, there should 

be management of 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Faashanews.com%2Farchives%2F30334%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR00lFgFwd75CDx6TYNAgMvlO05nbb_sWdbxQSjaA9YsI04nlYGdr-oaOVE&h=AT1hFjn9r2Q8YqSRahZ02onzuhu020TwUQN6bMoeovuwKiZH1jPki0EQeI0BvZOUbLB6qAsvGCRODFIQrxXnNOMJI273kNC4JIMhUDaq2wp-m5RmgRgLv6pRRGTfXPqt0fw3&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1g5G-677cevuQu5zvSKGArDQMwffh5Geq4fx-4gFVa37LfyAUpM8ZyERK0UD8nohSQMl9NgX3jDfBT5DGUAzZ9r5-qaJd0BjpY8OOxVySurLDffhLXwk1RiHDsWgyk2JK0u45K0b7dH1ZAg7M
http://aashanews.com/archives/30432
http://aashanews.com/archives/30549
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training to them 

 

Province 2 

Speak by  How they are doing on 

WASH   

Current WASH requirement  Other issues (border, 

Quarantine, foods etc.)  

Mayor of  

Lahan 

Municipality 

 We have provided 

water and sanitation 

facilities 

 Problem of drainage 

management required 

 

Deputy 

Mayor of 

Pokhariya 

Municipality 

 We have managed 

waste in dumping site 

 Market and main areas 

of the municipality has 

been sanitized  

 Soap and water 

facilities have been 

made mandatory in 

ward offices, 

governmental offices 

and other places 

  Challenge to 

manage quarantine 

to Nepali people 

returning from India 

 Challenge to provide 

WASH facilities to 

increasing migrants 

and quarantine 

Mayor of 

Mahagadi 

Municipality 

 We have constructed 

temporary toilets 

 Require toilet in 

different areas 

 We need support for 

Environmental 

sanitation and Hand 

washing facilities at 

public places 

 We have urged 

wards to manage 

temporary 

quarantines with all 

necessary 

requirements 

Mayor of 

Golbazar 

Municipality 

 Water supply 

facilities in upper 

belt of the 

municipality are 

inadequate in 

quantity and of poor 

quality 

 We need water projects  We have managed 

water and soap 

facilities for hand 

washing and toilet 

facilities in 

quarantine but need 

to be improved as 

per guideline 

Mayor of 

Mithila 

Municipality 

  Water supply problem 

should be solved 

 

Deputy 

Mayor of 

Garuda 

Municipality 

  Challenge to manage 

WASH facilities to 

Nepali coming from 

India 

 Nepali people are 

coming from India 

due to open border 

 Foods are not 

distributed equally  

Mayor of    Foods are not 
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Ramgopal 

Municipality 

distributed to real 

needy and poor 

Mayor of 

Pachrauta 

Municipality 

and 

Kanchanrup 

Municipality 

 We have constructed 

overhead tank for 

supplying clean water 

under different project 

 Overhead tank need to 

be operated 

 Nepali people are 

coming from India 

 Quarantine not 

enough for migrated 

Nepali people  

 

Mayor of 

Gaur 

Municipality 

 We have kept soap and 

water facilities and 

people are aware of 

washing hands   

 Require bleaching and 

chemicals to treat water 

 It is necessary to 

increase the range of 

PCR test 

WASH 

Expert 

  Local government 

should assure water 

quality and water 

service reliability in 

hospital, quarantine and 

local people 

 Hand pumps should be 

disinfected or sanitized 

to prevent it as a 

transmission medium 

 Sustainability of 

built infrastructure is 

very challenging, so 

local government 

should give due 

priority on the 

institutional 

development of 

municipality for 

proper operation and 

maintenance of built 

infrastructure within 

local government 

 

Bagmati Province  

Speak by  How they are doing on 

WASH   

Current WASH 

requirement  

Other issues (border, 

Quarantine, foods etc.)  

Mayor of  

Rapti 

Municipality 

 We are providing 

WASH facilities in 

limited areas 

 Require budget for the 

management of 

WASH facilities in 

total area 

 Ministry should  

allocate land to 

manage  waste in 

scientific way 

 

Mayor of 

Changunarayan 

Municipality 

 We are targeting to 

make availability of 

soap and water in the 

area where soap and 

water is lacking 

 We are monitoring the 

 Coordination of Water 

Users & Sanitation 

Committee and 

Provincial 

Government with the 

municipality is 
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status of hand 

washing, toilet, 

sanitation and 

personal hygiene 

required to solve the 

problem of water 

management 

 All water supply 

projects undergoing 

separately comes 

under this 

municipality’s 

umbrella 

Mayor and 

Deputy Mayor 

of Dhulikhel 

Municipality 

 We are providing 

clean drinking water 

to the people 

 27 water supply 

projects in accordance 

to SDG goal are being 

conducted to provide 

safe & clean drinking 

water amidst this 

pandemic situation 

(lockdown) 

 We are conducting 

research on ground 

water source, rain 

water harvesting and 

is conducting monthly 

dialogue 

  We have launched 

an apps related to 

COVID-19 

Hetauda Water 

Supply 

Management 

Board 

 We have coordinated 

with Lions club is 

managing the supply 

of water in different 

cities 

 We require clear 

policy and directives 

of concerned authority 

under whose guidance 

this board can function 

properly 

 

Ratnanagar 

Khanepani 
 Drinking water is 

being tested and clean 

water is being 

distributed 

 We need budget for 

providing further 

services 

 

Parsa 

Khanepani 

  We need bleaching 

powder 

 We need photometer 

and chemicals for 

water treatment 

 We need distillation 

machine  

 We need mini printer 

for meter reading 

 Need of survey of 

 We need 

compensation on 

the damage of the 

pipeline of water 

being destroyed by 

haphazard 

development works 
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project to improve and 

add pipeline according 

to survey 

 Require awareness 

program on 

environmental & 

personal hygiene and 

on COVID-19 

WASH Expert  
 
 
 
 

 

 Water service 

providers should be 

smart in context to 

tariff collection after 

the lockdown is open 

by sending office 

staffs for tariff 

collection in 

consumer’s door 

 There must be more 

budget allocation in 

water sector 

 WASH facilities has to 

be improved in health 

institutions and 

schools 

 

 All the quarantine 

(temporary) being 

made by local 

government are not 

according to the 

guideline provided 

by WHO. So, those 

representatives 

from local 

government should 

be made more 

informative and 

literate. 

 

Gandaki Province  

Speak by  How they are doing on 

WASH   

Current WASH requirement  Other issues (border, 

Quarantine, foods etc.)  

Mayor of  

Gorkha 

Municipality 

 We are launching 

WASH Program in 

cooperation with 

CRS Company 

 FSM & waste 

management is 

being done 

 2066/77 projects with 

DWSSM should be 

continued 

 

Mayor of 

Waling 

Municipality 

  We seek expertise of 

WASH experts 

 Deep boring water 

project need to be 

implemented 

 

Mayor of   Quality of water kept in  
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Baglung 

Municipality 

quarantine and 

isolation ward has to be 

monitored 

 Basket fund need to be 

created by central 

government so that it 

can be utilized for the 

management of WASH 

facilities for local level 

support 

Mayor of 

Bheerkot 

Municipality 

  We need of testing 

their water sources so 

that it can be confirmed 

that the water being 

distributed is clean and 

safe 

 Need of toilet 

construction 

 We require technical 

support in terms of 

manpower, training etc. 

 

Damauli 

Khanepani  

  We need chlorine, 

bleaching powder for 

water treatment  

 

Mayor of 

Beni 

Municipality 

  We need bleaching 

powder, testing kit and 

reagents for water 

treatment 

 

Lekhnath 

Khanepani 

  We need compensation 

of damage of water 

pipeline made by the 

construction of rural 

road and highway 

 

 

Province 5 

Speak by  How they are doing on 

WASH   

Current WASH requirement  Other issues (border, 

Quarantine, foods etc.)  

Mayor of  

Ramgram 

Municipality 

 We are supplying 

water 

 Arsenic problem in 

water need to be solved 

 

Mayor of 

Tansen 

Municipality 

  We need waste 

management and 

mobilization of 
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resource person 

 Project required to 

supply enough water 

Deputy 

Mayor of 

Lamahi 

Municipality 

  Require water for hand 

washing and toilet use 

 

Tulsipur 

Khanepani 
 Jar water is being 

distributed in 

quarantine 

 Require pipeline 

system and water 

supply facility 

 

Ghorahi 

Khanepani 

  Require motor pump 

and other machines 

 

CAO of 

Bansgadhi 

Municipality 

 We have supplied 

clean water and food 

to people staying in 

temporary quarantine 

and waste is also being 

managed 

 We need PPE to 

service providers and 

waste management 

workers. 

 

 

Karnali Province   

Speak by  How they are doing on 

WASH   

Current WASH 

requirement  

Other issues (border, 

Quarantine, foods etc.)  

Mayor of  

Narayan 

Municipality 

  We need budget for 

management of water, 

waste and sanitation 

 Need of construction 

of toilet 

 We need bleaching 

powder and chemicals 

 

Mayor of 

Panchapuri 

Municipality 

  We need water and 

toilet management 

 Require budget 

 

Mayor of 

Bangadkupinde 

Municipality 

  We need management 

of budget and water 

management 

 

Deputy Mayor 

of Bheriganga 

Municipality 

  Require management 

of water and sanitation 

 Require sufficient 

doctors, health 

workers and other 

resource person to test 
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COVID-19 

 We need budget 

Mayor of 

Tripurasundari 

Municipality 

  We need access to 

piped water for 

drinking water  

 Require bleaching 

powder and chemical 

 

WASH Experts    Temporary 

quarantine made in 

tents are not feasible 

for current summer 

and rainy season 

 Quarantine should 

be made in schools 

 

Sudurpaschim Province  

Speak by  How they are doing on 

WASH   

Current WASH requirement  Other issues (border, 

Quarantine, foods etc.)  

Mayor of  

Tikapur 

Municipality 

 We are distributing 

water to most of the 

people and is 

managing water in 

accordance to the 

guideline of GoN 

 Sources of water 

available in the area 

has to be used properly  

 

Mayor of 

Budhiganga 

Municipality 

 We are preparing 

strategic planning 

for water supply 

 We have operated 

staff for sanitation 

activities 

 Require masks, gloves, 

sanitizer and other 

safety materials to 

health workers 

 

Mayor of 

Dipayal 

Silgadi 

Municipality 

  Require repair and 

maintenance of 

destroyed water 

pipeline due to 

haphazard construction 

of road, flood and 

landslide 

 Post ODF guideline 

should be developed 

 Water shortage in 

quarantine 

Mayor of 

Mahakali 

Municipality 

 We established 

cleanliness center 

adopting the model 

of separation of 

degradable and non-

 Budget required to 

manage sewerage and 

water 

 Require bleaching 

powder and chemical 

 Challenge in the 

management of 

quarantine due to 

return of Nepali 

people from India 
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degradable waste along with water 

testing kit 

WASH 

Expert 

  Require waste water 

treatment plant 

 Require necessary 

support for 

improvement in WASH 

facility 

 Water utility should 

be careful and 

responsible to 

supply water to the 

people 

 

Annex-3: Participants  

Province 1 

SN Name  Organization Contact No. Email 

1 Ganesh Shah Smart WASH Solutions 9851079522 shahganesh@gmail.com 

2 Ram Deep Sah Smart WASH Solutions 9851056632 sah.ramdeep@gmail.com 

3 Hari Prasad Sharma Smart WASH Solutions 9851134024 info@sharmahari.com.np  

4 

Harka Bahadur 

Chhetri Smart WASH Solutions 9851087333 hb.chhetri@gmail.com  

5 Girija Dahal Smart WASH Solutions 9843044315 geeredahal45@gmail.com  

6 Sandila Shrestha Smart WASH Solutions 9860344510 sandilashrestha@gmail.com 

7 Harka Limbu Fayak Kakarvita Municipality     

8 Shankar Rai (Mayor) Letang Municipality 9842375488 letangmunicipality@gmail.com   

9 Torup Prasai Small Town Association 9849028217 Torupprasai@gmail.com 

10 Nabin Bogati      nabin.bogati20@gmail.com 

11 

Roshan Kumar 

Gautam 

Damak Water User and 

Sanitation Committee 9852675922 

gsbdmk@gmail.com,2krishnatha

pa2014@gmail.com 

12 Dorendra Thapa FEDWASUN 9851163803 doren.fedwasun@gmail.com 

13 

Dr. Sunil Kumar 

Joshi 

Department of Community 

Medicine  9851056859 drsunilkj@gmail.com 

14 Luna Khatiwada     luna.khatiwada@gmail.com 

15 Tista Prasai Joshi 

Nepal Academy of Science 

and Technology 9841353801 tistaprasai@gmail.com 

16 Kribina Pathak 

Nepal Water Conservation 

Foundation 9843242874 kribina.pathak@nwcf.org.np  

17 

Romnath Oli 

(Mayor) Damak Municipality 9852632444 romnatholi01@gmail.com 

18 Rajendra Giri Regional Governance Expert     

19 Iswar Man Amatya CPS/IOE 9851051722 iswar@ioe.edu.np  

20 Deepak Acharya     cindeepak@gmail.com 

21 Jal Kumar Gurung       

22 Keshav Raj Bista       

23 Dr. Indira Parajuli 

Central Department of 

Environmental Science 9801033588 parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com 

24 Prakash Amatya GUTHI 9851097910 prakashamatya@yahoo.com 

mailto:shahganesh@gmail.com
mailto:sah.ramdeep@gmail.com
mailto:info@sharmahari.com.np
mailto:sandilashrestha@gmail.com
mailto:letangmunicipality@gmail.com%20 
mailto:Torupprasai@gmail.com
mailto:nabin.bogati20@gmail.com
mailto:gsbdmk@gmail.com,2krishnathapa2014@gmail.com
mailto:gsbdmk@gmail.com,2krishnathapa2014@gmail.com
mailto:doren.fedwasun@gmail.com
mailto:drsunilkj@gmail.com
mailto:luna.khatiwada@gmail.com
mailto:tistaprasai@gmail.com
mailto:kribina.pathak@nwcf.org.np
mailto:romnatholi01@gmail.com
mailto:iswar@ioe.edu.np
mailto:cindeepak@gmail.com
mailto:parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com
mailto:prakashamatya@yahoo.com
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Province 2 

SN Name  Organization Contact No. Email 

1 Ganesh Shah Smart WASH Solutions 9851079522 shahganesh@gmail.com 

2 Ram Deep Sah Smart WASH Solutions 9851056632 sah.ramdeep@gmail.com 

3 Hari Prasad Sharma Smart WASH Solutions 9851134024 info@sharmahari.com.np  

4 Girija Dahal Smart WASH Solutions 9843044315 geeredahal45@gmail.com  

5 Kabindra Pudasaini WaterAid Nepal 9841233736 kabindrapudasaini@engineer.com  

6 Sandila Shrestha Smart WASH Solutions 9860344510 sandilashrestha@gmail.com 

7 Binod Chandra Jha   9851142565 binodchjha@gmail.com 

8 

Harinarayan Mahato 

(Mayor) Mithila Municipality 9854029760  ito.mithilamun@gmail.com 

9 

Purahotam Dhakal 

(CAO) 

Kanchanrup 

Municipality 9852844111 kanchanrupmunicipality@gmail.com 

10 

Ramesh Kumar 

Yadav (Mayor) Pachrauta Municipality 9855048395 pachrautamun@gmail.com  

11 

Shiv Chandra 

Chaudhary Member of Parliament    shivchandra1931@gmail.com 

12 

Tara Kumari Basnet 

(DM) Mithila Municipality 9854029761 tarakribasnet@gmail.com 

13 Anjali Jha       

14 Babita Ghimire       

15 

Nitendra Prasad Shah 

(Mayor) 

Bahudarmai 

Municipality 9855020021 bahudarmaimun@gmail.com 

16 Bhawana       

17 Bijaya Timilsina       

18 Binod Bisunke     djkyc.kalyan@gmail.com 

19 

Rangila Kumari 

Jayswal (DM)  Garuda Municipality 9855040248 ito.garudamun@gmail.com 

20 Debnath Sah (Mayor) Golbazar Municipality 9852837001 golbazarmun@gmail.com  

21 Deep Narayan Shah CDES     

22 

Dr. Mohan Krishna 

Shrestha NEPHA 9851152446 mksshrestha@gmail.com 

23 Geeta Thapa       

24 Jyotika Shah ICON 9808552733 jyotikashah.np@gmail.com 

25 Iswar Man Amatya CPS/IOE 9851051722 iswar@ioe.edu.np  

26 

Kabindra Bikram 

Karki 

National Water Supply 

& Sanitation Training 

Centre 9849191276 kb.karki@gmail.com 

27 Kribina Pathak NWCF 9843242874 kribina.pathak@nwcf.org.np  

28 

Upendra Prasad 

Yadav (Mayor) 

Mahagadimai 

Municipality 9855026510 ito.mahagadhimaimun@gmail.com 
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mailto:info@sharmahari.com.np
mailto:sandilashrestha@gmail.com
mailto:binodchjha@gmail.com
mailto:ito.mithilamun@gmail.com
mailto:%E0%A4%88%E0%A4%AE%E0%A5%87%E0%A4%B2%E0%A4%83kanchanrupmunicipality@gmail.com
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mailto:tarakribasnet@gmail.com
mailto:bahudarmaimun@gmail.com
mailto:djkyc.kalyan@gmail.com
mailto:golbazarmun@gmail.com
mailto:mksshrestha@gmail.com
mailto:jyotikashah.np@gmail.com
mailto:iswar@ioe.edu.np
mailto:kb.karki@gmail.com
mailto:kribina.pathak@nwcf.org.np
mailto:ito.mahagadhimaimun@gmail.com
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29 

Mahendra Prasad 

Uprety       

30 Mahesh Dhungana WaterAid Nepal   maheshdhungana@wateraid.org 

31 Manoj Kumar Lal       

32 Muni Sah Lahan Municipality 9852830159 lahan.municipal@gmail.com 

33 Rachana Jha       

34 

Roshan Kumar 

Sharma       

35 Salma Khatun 

Pokhariya Municipality, 

Parsa 9855037004 peacenepal2065@gmail.com 

36 Sanjita Khanal       

37 Satya Narayan Shah     er.snshah@gmail.com 

38 Subhadra Gupta Gadimai Municipality   gadhimaimun@gmail.com 

39 Yagya Aryal Campaign for Change 9851266272 

aryalry@yahoo.com, 

aryalry@gmail.com 

40 Yogesh Rana Magar     ymagar2020@gmail.com 

41 

Ashok Mandal 

(Mayor) 

Ramgopalpur 

Municipality 9804809811 ramgopalpurmun@gmail.com 

42 

Prof. Dr. Subodh 

Sharma KU 9841254129 prof.s.sharma@gmail.com 

43 

Durga Khadka 

Mishra 

Manmohan Memorial 

Institute of Health 

Sciences 9851022635 durgamk07@gmail.com 

44 Kiran Dhungana DJKYC     

45 Shambhu Prasad Sah WaterAid Nepal   shambhuprasadsah1@gmail.com 

46 Dewahi Gonahi       

47 Prakash Adhikari Aashanews.com 9851111253 info@aashanews.com 

48 Ananta Ghimire       

49 

Man Bahadur Khadka 

(Mayor) Lalbandi Municipality 9854039300 maillalbandi@gmail.com 

50 

Chandra Mani 

Adhikari    9851116089 adhikaricm@hotmail.com 

51 

Hari Narayan 

Chaudhary (Mayor) Dhangadimai 9852839001 harinrnchy@gmail.com 

52 Shubham IT Solution       

53 Rita Kumari Sah       

54 Kiran Thakur (DM) Gaur Municipality 9855025914 kumari3kiranthakur@gmail.com 

55 Deepak Acharya     cindeepak@gmail.com 

56 Manoj K. Sah       
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Bagmati Province  

SN Name  Organization Contact No. Email 

1 Ganesh Shah Smart WASH Solutions 9851079522 shahganesh@gmail.com 

2 Ram Deep Sah Smart WASH Solutions 9851056632 sah.ramdeep@gmail.com 

3 D. R. Pathak       

4 P.S. Joshi UN Habitat   ps.joshi@unhabitat.org.np  

5 

Durga Khadka 

Mishra 

Manmohan Memorial 

Institute of Health 

Sciences 9851022635 durgamk07@gmail.com 

6 Ram Khadkathoki       

7 Harka Chhetri Smart WASH Solutions 9851087333 hb.chhetri@gmail.com  

8 Kailash Sharma SNV Nepal 9858025968 ksharma@snv.org 

9 

Dr. Mohan Krishna 

Shrestha NEPHA 9851152446 mksshrestha@gmail.com 

10 Sudrashan Dhakal       

11 Basanta Pathak       

12 

Ashok Byanju 

(Mayor) 
Dhulikhel Municipality 

9851073175 askbyanju@gmail.com 

13 

Bimala Sharma 

(Deputy Mayor) 
Dhulikhel Municipality 

9841578064 bimalasharma85@gmail.com  

14 Tista Prasai Joshi NAST 9841353801 tistaprasai@gmail.com 

15 

Narayan Ban 

(Mayor) 
Ratnanagar Municipality 

9855061753 ratna.municipal@gmail.com  

16 Dr. Indira Parajuli 

Central Department of 

Environmental Science 9801033588 parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com 

17 Hari Rijal       

18 Prabha Baral (Mayor) Rapti Municipality 9843767994 pravabaral@gmail.com 

19 Bhisma Poudel Ratnanagar Khanepani   ratnanagarkhanepani@gmail.com 

20 Miracle       

21 Arun Hamal Thakuri       

22 Girija Dahal Smart WASH Solutions 9843044315 geeredahal45@gmail.com  

23 Gyanu Maskey       

24 

Jagannath Purbey 

National Water Supply 

& Sanitation Training 

Centre 9852674462 purbeyj@yahoo.com 

25 

Kabindra Bikram 

Karki 

National Water Supply 

& Sanitation Training 

Centre 9849191276 kb.karki@gmail.com 

26 Kabindra Pudasaini WaterAid Nepal 9841233736 kabindrapudasaini@engineer.com  

27 Kribina Pathak NWCF 9843242874 kribina.pathak@nwcf.org.np  

28 Krishna GC       

29 Manohara Khadka IWMI 9841214815 m.khadka@cgiar.org 
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mailto:ksharma@snv.org
mailto:mksshrestha@gmail.com
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30 Shiva lal Bhurtel Meghauli Khanepani 9855052154 meghaulikhanepani@gmail.com 

31 Narayan Prasad Risal       

32 Phurba Moktan     moktanphurba20@gmail.com 

33 Rajesh       

34 
Ramhari Adhikari 

 Public Health 

Professional 9843557603 ramhari.hdfn@gmail.com 

35 Sanjay Baral       

36 Shankar Shrestha       

37 Sherman Tamanag Parsa Khanepani 9845069685 parsakhanepani@gmail.com 

38 Sijal Pokhrel ICIMOD   sijalpokhrel@gmail.com 

39 Hari Prasad Sharma Smart WASH Solutions 9851134024 info@sharmahari.com.np  

40 
Som Mishra (Mayor) 

Changunarayan 

Municipality 9851001744 mishrasomp@gmail.com 

41 Udhab Raj Khadka CDES 9849242191 udhabk@yahoo.com 

42 Suraj Karki Soorya Trade Concern 9841202395 sooryatrade@yahoo.com 

43 

Laxmi Narasingh 

Bade Shrestha 

(Mayor) 

Banepa Municipality 

011-661281 

ict.banepamun@gmail.com 

44 Sachin Ghimire   9841009451 sachinshamvab@gmail.com 

45 

Santosh Chalise 

(Mayor) 

Gokarneshwor 

Municipality 
9841211933 mayor@gokarneshwormun.gov.np  

46 Rajendra Giri       

47 Ramesh Paudyal MP 9851004297 rameshpaudyal@gamil.com 

48 Baudha Raj Niraula       

49 Nirmal Tandukar       

50 

Hari Krishna 

Shrestha       

51 Prakash Adhikari Aashanews.com 9851111253 info@aashanews.com 

52 

Pratap Bista 

(Chairman) 

Hetauda Water Supply 

Management Board     

53 Shiva Chaudhary MP     

54 Iswar Man Amatya CPS/IOE 9851051722 iswar@ioe.edu.np  

55 Utsab Luitel       

56 Kaustav Raj Neupane       

57 Suchita Shrestha       

58 

Ram Krishna KC 

(Chairperson) 

Charikot Drinking Water 

& Sanitation User 

Committee     

59 Sandila Shrestha Smart WASH Solutions 9860344510 sandilashrestha@gmail.com 
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Gandaki Province 

SN Name  Organization Contact No. Email 

1 Ganesh Shah Smart WASH Solutions 9851079522 shahganesh@gmail.com 

2 Ram Deep Sah Smart WASH Solutions 9851056632 sah.ramdeep@gmail.com 

3 Harka Chhetri Smart WASH Solutions 9851087333 hb.chhetri@gmail.com  

4 

Dr. Mohan Krishna 

Shrestha NEPHA 9851152446 mksshrestha@gmail.com 

5 
Dr. Indira Parajuli 

Central Department of 

Environmental Science 9801033588 parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com 

6 Girija Dahal Smart WASH Solutions 9843044315 geeredahal45@gmail.com  

7 

Kabindra Bikram 

Karki 

National Water Supply 

& Sanitation Training 

Centre 9849191276 kb.karki@gmail.com 

8 Manohara Khadka IWMI 9841214815 m.khadka@cgiar.org 

9 Rajeev       

10 
Ramhari Adhikari 

 Public Health 

Professional 9843557603 ramhari.hdfn@gmail.com 

11 Hari Prasad Sharma Smart WASH Solutions 9851134024 info@sharmahari.com.np  

12 Udhab Raj Khadka CDES 9849242191 udhabk@yahoo.com 

13 

Janak Raj Paudel 

(Mayor) 
Baglung Municipality 

9857620649 baglungmun@yahoo.com 

14 Dev Bogati  Waling Municipality     

15 Meera Joshi Damauli Khanepani 9856060794 amargiri28@yahoo.com 

16 

Rajan Raj Panta 

(Mayor) Gorkha Municipality 9856040338 gn.rajanraj2073@gmail.com 

17 

Krishna Ram 

Yendyo  
Smart WASH Solutions 

9841394378 yendyo@gmail.com  

18 Parshu Ram Khanal  Watermark & e-sewa 9851017475 prkhanal@gmail.com 

19 Rajendra Roka     rajendraroka@gmail.com 

20 Nabin Bogati     nabin.bogati20@gmail.com 

21 

Keshab Raj Lamsal 

– Kaski       

22 

Bidya Shrestha - 

Waling       

23 Kushal Gurung Windpower Nepal 9851246661 kushal@windpowernepal.com 

24 

Baglung Health 

Office       

25 

Hari Kumar Shrestha 

(Mayor) 
Beni Municipality 

9857640046 mayor.benimun@gmail.com 

26 

Subash Kumar 

Shrestha 
Beni Khanepani 

9857640086 info@benionline.com.np  

mailto:shahganesh@gmail.com
mailto:sah.ramdeep@gmail.com
mailto:mksshrestha@gmail.com
mailto:parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com
mailto:kb.karki@gmail.com
mailto:m.khadka@cgiar.org
mailto:ramhari.hdfn@gmail.com
mailto:info@sharmahari.com.np
mailto:udhabk@yahoo.com
mailto:baglungmun@yahoo.com
mailto:amargiri28@yahoo.com
mailto:gn.rajanraj2073@gmail.com
mailto:prkhanal@gmail.com
mailto:rajendraroka@gmail.com
mailto:nabin.bogati20@gmail.com
mailto:kushal@windpowernepal.com
mailto:mayor.benimun@gmail.com
mailto:info@benionline.com.np
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27 

Chaya Ram Khanal 

(Mayor) 
Bheerkot Municipality 

9856055514 info@bheerkotmun.gov.np  

28 Shreesha Nankhwa GUTHI 9841961355 shreesha.guthi@gmail.com 

29 

Singha Bahadur 

Thapa       

30 Ananda Man Joshi Bandipur Khanepani 9846046397 dtljamunaa@gmail.com 

31 Bishnu Upreti     bishnuupreti@prinepal.org  

32 
Chiranjivi Adhikari  

Public Health 

Professional, PoKU     

33 Dinesh Manandhar   9851051822 dineshmanandhar@gmail.com 

34 

Bina Shrestha 

(Deputy Mayor)  Gorkha Municipality 9846075067 binastha112@gmail.com 

35 

Ram Chandra 

Upadhyaya  Khairani     

36 

Sima Chhetri 

(Mayor) Putalibazar Municipality 9856053399 putalibazarmun@gmail.com 

37 Upendra Dhakal       

38 Prasuna Maskey     prasuna.msk@gmail.com 

39 
Dr. Indira Parajuli 

Central Department of 

Environmental Science 9801033588 parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com 

40 Bhim Lal Kadell 

Kawasoti Khanepani 

tatha Sarsafai Upabokta 

Sanstha  9857041077 bgyawali_kw@yahoo.com 

41 Himal Sharma       

42 Baburam Joshi  Kushma Khanepani 9847623543 rajendraroka@gmail.com 

43 

Dilip Pratap Khand 

(Mayor) Waling Municipality 9856031755 dilipkhand@gmail.com 

44 Babu Ram Gyawali       

45 

Deepak Kandel  

(Mayor) Palungtar Municipality 9856074924 dbkandel@gmail.com 

46 

Dineshraj Panta 

(CAO) Vyas Municipality 9856002111 pantdinesh@gmail.com 

47 

Asha Thapa (Deputy 

Mayor) Bhanu Municipality 9846770335 bhanumunicipality@gmail.com 

48 Mani Dawadi       

49 Sandila Shrestha Smart WASH Solutions 9860344510 sandilashrestha@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@bheerkotmun.gov.np
mailto:shreesha.guthi@gmail.com
mailto:dtljamunaa@gmail.com
mailto:bishnuupreti@prinepal.org
mailto:dineshmanandhar@gmail.com
mailto:binastha112@gmail.com
mailto:putalibazarmun@gmail.com
mailto:prasuna.msk@gmail.com
mailto:parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com
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mailto:dilipkhand@gmail.com
mailto:dbkandel@gmail.com
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Province 5 

SN Name  Organization Contact No. Email 

1 Ganesh Shah Smart WASH Solutions 9851079522 shahganesh@gmail.com 

2 Ram Deep Sah Smart WASH Solutions 9851056632 sah.ramdeep@gmail.com 

3 Hari Prasad Sharma Smart WASH Solutions 9851134024 info@sharmahari.com.np  

4 

Dr. Mohan Krishna 

Shrestha NEPHA 9851152446 mksshrestha@gmail.com 

5 
Dr. Indira Parajuli 

Central Department of 

Environmental Science 9801033588 parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com 

6 Girija Dahal Smart WASH Solutions 9843044315 geeredahal45@gmail.com  

7 

Kabindra Bikram 

Karki 

National Water Supply 

& Sanitation Training 

Centre 9849191276 kb.karki@gmail.com 

8 Manohara Khadka IWMI 9841214815 m.khadka@cgiar.org 

9 Kabindra Pudasaini WaterAid Nepal 9841233736 kabindrapudasaini@engineer.com  

10 Prakash Gaire       

11 
Khem Raj Oli  

Tulsipur Khanepani 9857821500 

tulsipurwatersupplyproject@gmail.co

m 

12 

Shiva Prasad 

Chaudhary (Mayor) 
Rajapur Municipality 9858027167 sptharu100@gmail.com 

13 

Narendra Kumar 

Gupta (Mayor) Ramgram Municipality 9857024533 municipalityramgram@gmail.com 

14 
Yagya Aryal 

Campaign for Change 9851266272 

aryalry@yahoo.com, 

aryalry@gmail.com 

15 

Ashok Kumar Shahi 

(Mayor) Tansen municipality 9857060799 

info@tansenmun.gov.np, 

ito.tansenmun@gmail.com  

16 Devi Bdr. D.C 
Ghorahi Khanepani 

9857830161 

ghorahikhanepaniorgdang@gmail.co

m 

17 Samrat Regmi       

18 

Mangal Prasad 

Tharu (Mayor) 
Banganga Municipality 

9847452727 mayorbangangamun@gmail.com 

19 

Ammar Raj Khatri 

(CAO) 
Bansgadhi Municipality 

9858071111 
bansgadhimun@gmail.com 

20 Amod Bhattarai       

21 Binod Chandra Jha   9851142565 binodchjha@gmail.com 

22 

Devka Belbase 

(Deputy Mayor) Lamahi Municipality 9857842444 lamahinapa@gmail.com  

23 Gopal Chaudhary       

24 Labisha       

25 Manita Raut       

mailto:shahganesh@gmail.com
mailto:sah.ramdeep@gmail.com
mailto:info@sharmahari.com.np
mailto:mksshrestha@gmail.com
mailto:parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com
mailto:kb.karki@gmail.com
mailto:m.khadka@cgiar.org
mailto:tulsipurwatersupplyproject@gmail.com
mailto:tulsipurwatersupplyproject@gmail.com
mailto:municipalityramgram@gmail.com
mailto:aryalry@yahoo.com
mailto:aryalry@yahoo.com
mailto:info@tansenmun.gov.np%20%20/%20%20ito.tansenmun@gmail.com
mailto:info@tansenmun.gov.np%20%20/%20%20ito.tansenmun@gmail.com
mailto:ghorahikhanepaniorgdang@gmail.com
mailto:ghorahikhanepaniorgdang@gmail.com
mailto:binodchjha@gmail.com
mailto:lamahinapa@gmail.com
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26 Sudarshan Bhandari NEA 9851242342 sudarshan.bhandari@hotmail.com 

27 Iswar Man Amatya CPS/IOE 9851051722 iswar@ioe.edu.np  

28 Santosh Khatiwada       

29 Thakur Bhandari FECOFUN 9841516209 thakurbo1@yahoo.com 

30 

Kul Bahadur Khatri 

Chhetri (Mayor) 

 Lamahi Municipality, 

Dang 9857842555 lamahinapa@gmail.com  

31 Bishnu Kandel       

32 Kribina Pathak NWCF 9843242874 kribina.pathak@nwcf.org.np  

33 

Maya Devi Paudel 

(DM) Bardaghat Municipality 9847032541 info@bardghatmun.gov.np  

34 Prakash Adhikari Aashanews.com 9851111253 info@aashanews.com 

35 

Durga Bahadur 

Tharu (Mayor) 
Barbardiya Municipality 

9858068333 

dbtharu@yahoo.com, 

kabirtharu123@gmail.com 

36 
Tikaram Sharma  

IT Officer - Devdaha 

Municipality 
9857024853 tika853@yahoo.com 

37 Shisir G.C.       

38 

Shreerandra Prakash 

Pokhrel       

39 Tapendra B. Khadka       

40 Nawaraj Kunwar       

41 Binesh Roy WaterAid Nepal 9851156854 bineshroy@wateraid.org 

42 Gita Shrestha       

43 Sandila Shrestha Smart WASH Solutions 9860344510 sandilashrestha@gmail.com 

 

Karnali Province 

SN Name  Organization Contact No. Email 

1 Ganesh Shah Smart WASH Solutions 9851079522 shahganesh@gmail.com 

2 Ram Deep Sah Smart WASH Solutions 9851056632 sah.ramdeep@gmail.com 

3 

Hari Prasad 

Sharma Smart WASH Solutions 9851087333 hb.chhetri@gmail.com  

4 

Mohan Krishna 

Shrestha NEPHA 9851152446 mksshrestha@gmail.com 

5 
Indira Parajuli Central Department of 

Environmental Science 9801033588 parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com 

6 Girija Dahal Smart WASH Solutions 9843044315 geeredahal45@gmail.com  

7 

Kabindra Bikram 

Karki 

National Water Supply & 

Sanitation Training 

Centre 9849191276 kb.karki@gmail.com 

8 Kabindra Pudasaini WaterAid Nepal 9841233736 kabindrapudasaini@engineer.com  

9 
Yagya Aryal 

Campaign for Change 9851266272 

aryalry@yahoo.com, 

aryalry@gmail.com 

mailto:sudarshan.bhandari@hotmail.com
mailto:iswar@ioe.edu.np
mailto:thakurbo1@yahoo.com
mailto:lamahinapa@gmail.com
mailto:kribina.pathak@nwcf.org.np
mailto:info@bardghatmun.gov.np
mailto:info@aashanews.com
mailto:bineshroy@wateraid.org
mailto:sandilashrestha@gmail.com
mailto:shahganesh@gmail.com
mailto:sah.ramdeep@gmail.com
mailto:mksshrestha@gmail.com
mailto:parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com
mailto:kb.karki@gmail.com
mailto:aryalry@yahoo.com
mailto:aryalry@yahoo.com
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10 Amod Bhattarai       

11 Binod Chandra Jha   9851142565 binodchjha@gmail.com 

12 Iswar Man Amatya CPS/IOE 9851051722 iswar@ioe.edu.np  

13 Prakash Adhikari Aashanews.com 9851111253 info@aashanews.com 

14 

Shreerendra 

Prakash Pokhrel     shreerendra.ecosan@gmail.com  

15 

Dr. Sunil Kumar 

Joshi 

Department of 

Community Medicine  9851056859 drsunilkj@gmail.com 

16 

Govind Kumar Pun 

(Mayor) 

Bangadkupinde 

Municipality, Salyan 9813460110 info.bangadkupindemun@gmail.com  

17 

Ram Chandra 

Devkota       

18 

Om Bahadur 

Budha  (Mayor) 

Tripurasundari 

Municipality, Dolpa 9868312598 ohambrdbudha@gmail.com 

19 Sudan Panthi WHO 9801010016 panthis@who.int  

20 

Prof. Dr. Punya 

Prasad Regmi (VC) 
Province Planning 

Commission     

21 Tista Prasai Joshi NAST 9841353801 tistaprasai@gmail.com 

22 

Ratna Bahadur 

Khadka (Mayor) 
Narayan Municipality, 

Dailekh 9868027111 ito.narayanmun@gmail.com  

23 

Krishna Prasad 

Dhakal       

24 Shiva Acharya  Rukum (West)     

25 Udhab Raj Khadka CDES 9849242191 udhabk@yahoo.com 

26 
Anil Thaman 

Captain Outdoors Pvt. 

Ltd. 9802000400 anilthaman@yahoo.com 

27 Jayanti Oli     jayantioli123@gmail.com  

28 Anish Ghimire KU 9851006051 anishghimire@ku.edu.np  

29 

Renu Acharya 

(Deputy Mayor) 
Bheriganga Municipality, 

Surkhet 9858064112 info@bherigangamun.gov.np  

30 

Durga Khadka 

Mishra 

Manmohan Memorial 

Institute of Health 

Sciences 9851022635 durgamk07@gmail.com 

31 
Ramhari Adhikari 

 Public Health 

Professional 9843557603 ramhari.hdfn@gmail.com 

32 

Upendra Bahadur 

Thapa (Mayor) 

Panchapuri Municipality, 

Surkhet 9860610438 panchapuri.municipality@gmail.com 

33 Meena Shrestha DWSSM 9841229056 sthameena@yahoo.com 

34 

Tej Narayan 

Mahato 

Water Supply, Irrigation 

& Energy Development 

Office 9854021431 mahatotejnarayan09@gmail.com 

35 Balbir Gosain       

mailto:binodchjha@gmail.com
mailto:iswar@ioe.edu.np
mailto:info@aashanews.com
mailto:drsunilkj@gmail.com
mailto:info.bangadkupindemun@gmail.com
mailto:panthis@who.int
mailto:tistaprasai@gmail.com
mailto:ito.narayanmun@gmail.com
mailto:udhabk@yahoo.com
mailto:anishghimire@ku.edu.np
mailto:info@bherigangamun.gov.np
mailto:durgamk07@gmail.com
mailto:ramhari.hdfn@gmail.com
mailto:panchapuri.municipality@gmail.com
mailto:sthameena@yahoo.com
mailto:mahatotejnarayan09@gmail.com
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36 Shreesha Nankhwa GUTHI 9841961355 shreesha.guthi@gmail.com 

37 

Prof. Subodh 

Sharma KU 9841254129 prof.s.sharma@gmail.com 

38 Dipendra Sharma       

39 Hempal Shrestha   9851077031 hempalshrestha@gmail.com 

40 Suraj Karki Soorya Trade Concern 9841202395 sooryatrade@yahoo.com 

41 Sandila Shrestha Smart WASH Solutions 9860344510 sandilashrestha@gmail.com 

 

Sudurpaschim Province 

SN Name  Organization Contact No. Email 

1 Ganesh Shah Smart WASH Solutions 9851079522 shahganesh@gmail.com 

2 Ram Deep Sah Smart WASH Solutions 9851056632 sah.ramdeep@gmail.com 

3 

Hari Prasad 

Sharma Smart WASH Solutions 9851087333 hb.chhetri@gmail.com  

4 

Mohan Krishna 

Shrestha NEPHA 9851152446 mksshrestha@gmail.com 

5 
Indira Parajuli Central Department of 

Environmental Science 9801033588 parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com 

6 Girija Dahal Smart WASH Solutions 9843044315 geeredahal45@gmail.com  

7 

Kabindra 

Pudasaini WaterAid Nepal 9841233736 kabindrapudasaini@engineer.com  

8 Suraj Karki Soorya Trade Concern 9841202395 sooryatrade@yahoo.com 

9 Bharati Pathak       

10 

Surendra Bahadur 

Bist (Mayor) 
Bheemdatt Municipality 

9858751245 bistsurendra21@gmail.com 

11 Narad Muni Rana  MP     

12 Tark Raj Bhatt       

13 Alok Rajouria IWMI   a.rajouria@cgiar.org  

14 
Amit Kumar Shah 

Social Eco Innovative 

Trust 9851187051 shahamit969@gmail.com 

15 Bhuwan Bohara       

16 Bijaya Thapa       

17 Binod Chandra Jha   9851142565 binodchjha@gmail.com 

18 

Dipak Bikram 

Shah (Mayor) 

Budhiganga 

Municipality, Bajura 9858422845 mayorbudhiganga@gmail.com 

19 

Manju Malasi 

(Mayor) 

Dipayal Silgadhi 

Municipality 9858446780 info@dipayalsilgadhimun.gov.np  

20 Bhoj Raj Pant NAST   environmentnast@gmail.com 

21 Jhankar Kunwar       

22 Kabita Yadav       

mailto:shreesha.guthi@gmail.com
mailto:prof.s.sharma@gmail.com
mailto:hempalshrestha@gmail.com
mailto:sooryatrade@yahoo.com
mailto:sandilashrestha@gmail.com
mailto:shahganesh@gmail.com
mailto:sah.ramdeep@gmail.com
mailto:mksshrestha@gmail.com
mailto:parajuli_indira2000@yahoo.com
mailto:sooryatrade@yahoo.com
mailto:bistsurendra21@gmail.com
mailto:shahamit969@gmail.com
mailto:binodchjha@gmail.com
mailto:info@dipayalsilgadhimun.gov.np
mailto:environmentnast@gmail.com
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23 Kamana Jha Connection Nepal 9851221317 envkamana03@gmail.com 

24 Prakash Rawal  Baitadi Khanepani   Bhagwanchand4@gmail.com 

25 

Bir Bahadur Sunar 

(Mayor) 
Mahakali Municipality 

9848724357 birbahadur.nc@gmail.com 

26 Mohan Dev Bist       

27 Mohan Kunwar       

28 Sachin Ghimire   9841009451 sachinshamvab@gmail.com 

29 

Sushil Kumar 

Karki Eco Connect Pvt. Ltd. 9851224317 sushilkumarkarki@gmail.com 

30 Thakur Bhandari FECOFUN 9841516209 thakurbo1@yahoo.com 

31 

Tapendra Bahadur 

Rawal (Mayor) 
Tikapur Municipality 

9848538855 tikapurmun@gmail.com  

32 

Padam Bahadur 

Bohara (Mayor) 
Mangalsen Municipality 

9868523053 mmunicipalityachham1236@gmail.com  

33 Bikash mb       

34 Bhuwan Bohara       

35 
Padam Joshi  

Former President, 

NNYF/NNSF     

36 

Sharad Singh 

Bhandari       

37 

Deepak Chandra 

Bhatt  FWU     

38 Sandila Shrestha Smart WASH Solutions 9860344510 sandilashrestha@gmail.com 

 

Annex-4: Photographs of Zoom Meeting 
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